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welcome
Impressive. Inviting. Enduring. At home in a wealth 
of environments, our furniture completes any space 
with a welcoming presence that draws both the eye 
and the hand of those in their presence. Creating the 
pieces at the center of  these gatherings is one of 
our fondest  endeavors. We have years of experience 
working with designers, purchasers and specifiers to 
create  quality, meeting tables, reception desks, lobby 
tables, benches and more. Our  work embodies collab-
oration and a sense of community with  the warmth 
and beauty of solid wood, artfully composed and 
beautifully finished for you.
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RECEPTION . LOBBY . LOUNGE . SUITE
wood and metal furniture made for you 
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EDGE TREATMENT
We offer square edge, live edge, carved live edge, reverse beveled edge, pillow edge, knife edge and inverse live edge for table 
tops. Refer to our website for complete details concerning availability. www.meyerwells.com/edge-profiles.com 

WOOD SPECIES 

Our table tops are available in our standard solid wood Maple, Ash and Walnut species and Premium Ply and Specialty Veneer. 
Custom wood options are also available. 

table top
SHAPES & SIZES

We offer round, square, and rectangular table tops. They are sold with or without commercial bases. Depending on the shape, 
sizes run from a small table for 2 to a large meeting table for 18+. Custom shape, size, finishes and design options are available. 

ROUND
30”, 36”, 47” D

SQUARE
48” W x 48” L

RECTANGULAR
36”, 42”, 48”, 54”, 60” W x 48”~240”L

SQUARE EDGE LIVE EDGE REVERSE BEVELED EDGE KNIFE EDGE

Meeting tables can be sized to accommodate the number of guests needed. Custom size, finishes and design options 
are available. Our standard conference table tops are artfully composed from solid wood slabs or premium plywood or 
specialty veneer sheets to net an overall top width of 36”, 42”, 48”, 54” or 60”.

SIZED FOR GUESTS

MAPLE ASH WALNUT PREMIUM PLYWOOD SPECIALTY VENEER

120” L - 192” L Tables 
3 legs, 1 field joint

48” L - 108” L Tables 
2 legs, no field joint

216” L - 240” L Tables 
4 legs, 2 field joints

PILLOW EDGE DOUBLE PILLOW EDGE INVERSE LIVE EDGE
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table base
RECTANGLE TABLE BASE OPTIONS
We offer eight standard rectangle base designs for you to choose from, available in a variety of metal finishes. Custom designs 
are available. See examples and full offering on the website.

CENTER LEG/CORD MANAGEMENT OPTIONS
We offer three standard cord management options for wiring and power access. Custom options are available.

- Visit www.meyerwells.com/tables for complete details - 

BROWERBOX WITH BOOT WALLACE

NELSON 
with optional casters

NARADA 
with optional channel

BRIGGS
with optional casters

NARA
with optional channel

ANSEL

4” METAL BOX 12” WOOD BOX SNAK1
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technology

- Visit www.meyerwells.com/technology for complete details - 

DATA  UNITS
Our standard power/data boxes are configured with 1-4 UL listed electrical outlets and optional USB , HDMI  and cutout for a 
telecom plate. Custom data units are also available. See examples and full offering on the website.

SURFACE MOUNT - POP UP

SURFACE MOUNT - POP UP - DUAL SIDE ACCESS

MACK1 MACK2 MALT1 MALT2

ASHE1 MOHB1 MOHB2 MOHB3 MOHB4

INVERSE LIVE EDGE WITH TROUGH PLATE

ROLA1 ROLA2 ROLA3 ROLB1 ROLB2

ROLB3 ROLD1 ROLD2 ROLD3
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finishes

MAPLE SNOW ASH SNOW WALNUT SNOW PREMIUM PLY SNOW SV MONTEREY

MAPLE CLEAR ASH CLEAR WALNUT CLEAR PREMIUM PLY CLEAR SV RIFT WHITE OAK

MAPLE CARAMEL ASH CARAMEL WALNUT CARAMEL PREMIUM PLY CARAMEL SV VG FIR

MAPLE NUTMEG ASH NUTMEG WALNUT NUTMEG PREMIUM PLY NUTMEG SV QTR TEAK

MAPLE EARTH ASH EARTH WALNUT EARTH PREMIUM PLY EARTH SV WENGE

MAPLE DISCOVERY ASH DISCOVERY WALNUT DISCOVERY PREMIUM PLY DISCOVERY SV NAPA

MAPLE HEMATITE ASH HEMATITE WALNUT HEMATITE PREMIUM PLY HEMATITE SV PS WALNUT

MAPLE PORTOBELLO ASH PORTOBELLO WALNUT PORTOBELLO PREMIUM PLY PORTOBELLO SV GUN METAL EBONY

MAPLE RAVEN ASH RAVEN WALNUT RAVEN PREMIUM PLY RAVEN

METAL FINISHES

MATTE BLACK BRONZE MATTE BLACK

CASCADE GREEN

METTALIC BRONZE

SEASHELL WHITE

SATIN NICKELSILVER GLIMMER

STORM BLUE

WOOD FINISHES
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why wood
Unique. Beautiful. Restorative. At Meyer Wells, we have a deep 
abiding appreciation for wood and for the trees that produce this 
alchemical material. Leaves turn sunlight into energy, creating sugars 
that are transported down the limbs through the straw-like cells of 
the cambium layer, generating new growth. This everyday activity of 
trees is one of the most ecologically restorative processes on earth. 
The by-product of wood “manufacturing” is a multitude of life-giving 
services and substances: oxygen, nitrogen, soil enriching compounds; 
erosion and runoff control; homes for insects, birds and mammals: 
shade and evapotranspiration and resulting cooling effects; food in 
the form of nuts, fruits and syrups; medicine; and grist for imagery, 
poetry and stories that uplift the human spirit. While giving these 
gifts, a tree also breathes in and sequesters carbon within its woody 
cells. When responsibly and selectively harvested to maintain forest 
health, wood that is made into enduring products slows the natural 
release of carbon back into the environment. Wood stores so much 
carbon that even after milling into furniture, the end product is still 
carbon negative. So while we delight in wood’s jaw dropping beauty, 
we inadvertently assist with restoring balance to the natural world.
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meyerwells.com
info@meyerwells.com
206.282.0076 office
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